*A key issue to protect the network security is whether be able to identify the malicious nodes inside the wireless sensor network. In this paper, we discuss the technique of identifying the malicious nodes by using the known reputation information of the nodes, and propose an algorithm to identify the malicious nodes of the network based on the node reputation time sequence analysis. The algorithm introduces the idea of time sequence analysis into the reputation security mechanism of wireless sensor networks, and uses a series of analysis operations on the node reputation data to identify and judge the malicious nodes in the network. Experimental results show that the algorithm is effective.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks are self-organizing wireless networks without infrastructure, and their security problems are particularly prominent when applied to commercial, military and medical health. Self-organization of network, anonymity of nodes and the lack of fixed and reliable infrastructure make a greater possibility of malicious behavior and selfish behavior of internal network nodes. The attacking behavior of malicious nodes is hard to be detected, and such nodes may impose the most serious threat to the network. A key issue to protect the network security is whether be able to identify the malicious nodes inside the wireless sensor network.
Sliva and Martins designed wireless sensor network malicious node detection program based on a statistical method in the literature [1] . Chin-Yang Tseng et al. proposed a code of conduct to judge and identify malicious nodes in Ad Hoc networks [2] . Bo Sun and Kii Wi proposed an abnormal act detection algorithm based on Markov chain to identify malicious nodes in mobile ad hoc networks [3] . W. Du, L. Fang, and P. Ning et al. presented a solution for locating malicious nodes in packet nodes in literature [4] . In this paper, we study the technique of identifying the malicious nodes by using the known reputation information of the nodes, and propose an algorithm to identify the malicious nodes of the network based on the node reputation time sequence analysis.
ALGORITHM

Weakness of Traditional Algorithm
The traditional method to recognize internal malicious nodes based on node reputation is to compare the reputation value of the nodes by setting the threshold and judge the nodes below the threshold as malicious nodes. The setting of threshold of the method is often judged by experience, so there is a big drawback. In order to hide its malicious behavior, the attacking node will behave normally for a long period of time in the attack cycle, and initiate the abnormal behavior mechanically in attaching, which makes the node obtain good reputation evaluation results much in the reputation evaluation mechanism relying on behavior statistics, even very close to reputation value of the normal node. The traditional threshold mechanism makes it difficult to distinguish this malicious node from the normal node. As a result of the normal communication failure, it usually leads to abnormal behavior records of the normal nodes. In the evaluation period, the base number of the node's communication behavior is small, so that the reputation value of the normal node is low, which makes the reputation result of individual normal node may be at a bad position in the threshold judgment, resulting in misjudgment. 
Attack Model and Sub-aggressive
In the wireless sensor network, many internal malicious nodes are cooperated to attack the network, and such collaboration has a clearer division of labor, mainly dividing into attacking of execution node and attacking of sentry node. Its purpose is as follows: (1) through collaborative attacks on the several execution nodes, strengthen the effect of network attacks, and cause greater damages. (2) With use of sentry nodes to obtain information on network security defense mechanism and to send alerts to attack nodes. This alert will prevent the attack node from breaking through the red line of the security mechanism and being identified.
The attack model has a high degree of cooperation, as well as strict selfadaptability of attack rules, making the attack highly hidden. Attack nodes in this model will not initiate attacks in a booming way, instead, it will hide attack behaviors in normal communication behaviors. Attack characteristics are often at the fuzzy boundary judged by security system and are not easily detected.
The attack nodes in the above model are called sub-aggressive nodes, and the attack characteristics of the nodes are called sub-aggression. The communication behavior of the sub-aggressive nodes is often dissociated between normal behavior and abnormal behavior, and the attacks on the network have a certain degree of restraint. Although the frequency of attacks is less than that of common attack nodes, it is much more than the normal nodes, and is not easily recognized by the security mechanism. The advantage allows such nodes to initiate long-term attacks on the network without being discovered.
Selection of Similarity Analysis Tools
In the malicious node recognition algorithm based on node reputation time sequence analysis, a key link is to calculate the similarity of reputation time sequence and transform it into node characteristics. So it is very critical to choose appropriate data similarity calculation tool. In order to solve the problem of data similarity measure, different measurement methods have been given in many literature, including cosine similarity, Pearson Correlation Coefficient, Jaccard similarity coefficient, Lp normal distance [5] and extended Frobenius norm [6] . The data characteristics must be taken into account in order to select appropriate method as analysis tool for node reputation time sequence similarity in this recognition algorithm, that is, the mathematical characteristics of the node reputation value.
In a Bayesian reputation-based sensor network, the reputation computing center show the reputation value of nodes by collecting the communication behaviors of nodes, and the results are often between 0 to 1. The distributions of node reputation values are approximated to Gaussian distributions in a broad sense. Since the node reputation value has the above mathematical characteristics, and the Gaussian Radial Basis Function has such feature that the value is small when data distance is large, and it can effectively reduce noise influence, therefore, in the algorithm of analyzing the reputation time sequence nodes, the Gaussian Radial Basis Function is used as the analysis tool to compare the similarity of reputation data, and then extend to the similarity analysis of reputation time series of network nodes. If we measure the data similarity of two sequences A and B at time t, we use the Gaussian Radial Basis Function to state as follows:
 refer to the width parameter of the Gaussian Radial Basis Function in formula (1), which can control the radial range of the function. The value of this parameter should be determined by the numerical range of the compared sequence data. And k is the dimension value of the sequence data used in the comparison of the multi-dimensional time sequence. For a univariate time sequence, k is 1.
Algorithmic Flow
The process of network malicious node recognition algorithm based on node reputation time sequence analysis is as follows:
(1) Data preprocessing: According to the node reputation value 
SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, the author built a simulation environment for simulation realization and analysis of the algorithm based on the node reputation evaluation management system, to verify recognition performance to the sub-aggressive malicious node by the algorithm.
Influence of Parameters on Malicious Node Recognition
In the realization of the algorithm, there are two essential parameters. Because the algorithm takes the node reputation time sequence as the input data for analysis, the difference of the length m of the time sequence may result in the difference of the recognition effect. In addition, the algorithm should run through a clustering process to output the final recognition result, so the value k is also an important factor in the clustering process. In order to analyze the influence of these two parameters on the recognition effect of the algorithm, it mainly compare recognition effect of the algorithm under different parameter conditions by changing the value m and K in the experiment. Figure 3 shows the performance parameters of sub-aggressive malicious nodes recognition results in the network when the K is 2, 3 and 4, as the input node reputation time sequence changes. It shows the curve that malicious node recognition rate, namely the recall rate increases as the sequence length changes. It can be seen that with the increase of the length of the input sequence, the algorithm can gradually increase its recognition degree to the malicious nodes. 
Comparative Analysis of Malicious Node Recognition Performance
Under the same setting of network condition, the reputation threshold mechanism and the algorithm are respectively used to identify and judge the malicious nodes in the network. A number of different thresholds are selected for simulation in the comparison process, to compare the final recognition results. The benchmark sequence value is set to be 0.5.
It can be seen from the comparison results in Figure 4 that the threshold value can help the system identify more malicious nodes in the system in which the threshold mechanism is applied to identify the malicious nodes, but also it obviously increased the misjudgment rate to the normal nodes. It can be found in the corresponding result curve  =0.45, the threshold must be set at a low level in order to control the misjudgement. However, in this case, with the increase of the number of sub-aggressive malicious nodes in the network, the recognition that the threshold mechanism had to the malicious nodes will be very unsatisfactory; if you desire improve the sub-aggressive node recognition rate with the use of threshold mechanism, you have to enhance the reputation threshold setting. In this way, it will result in a larger normal node misjudgment, which can be found in the corresponding result curve  =0.65. The reason is that the attacking behaviors of sub-aggressive malicious nodes are more covert and controllable. Simple threshold judgment is difficult to distinguish them from normal nodes. The algorithm can identify these nodes effectively and reduce the misjudgment to the normal nodes by using the method of reputation time sequence analysis.
Results Analysis and Discussion
According to a series of simulation and analysis, the result proved the feasibility of malicious node recognition algorithm based on reputation time sequence analysis of wireless sensor network node, and its recognition performance of sub-aggressive malicious nodes can play better effect under the appropriate parameter setting.
By comparing the algorithm with the threshold mechanism of the most commonly used malicious nodes in the current reputation network, it can be seen that the common threshold mechanism is difficult to use node reputation to identify those malicious nodes which is more controllable for attacking frequency and whose attacking behaviors are more covert because it lacks of consideration of the malicious attacking method in the new situation. This algorithm can improve the recognition ability of the reputation network to these malicious nodes while guaranteeing lower misjudgment rate.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, on the basis that the wireless sensor network nodes are managed trustfully, this paper proposes a method based on node reputation time sequence analysis to identify internal malicious nodes for insufficiency of normal trust threshold-based recognition internal malicious nodes. The method distinguishes the malicious nodes with the strong cooperation and covert aggressive behavior, and capability of anti-trust system detection for their own reputation value from ordinary internal malicious nodes. By acquiring the reputation time sequence of all nodes including normal node and malicious node, a series of analysis is carried out to identify the internal malicious nodes in the network. Simulation results show that the method can effectively identify the internal malicious nodes in the network, and can be better supplementary to the malicious nodes based on reputation threshold mechanism.
